
GAME GUIDE



Click the “START” and connect metamask to join and access to the game’s Main DashBoard”



SINGLE MODE:
Main “Token Farming” Game mode 
where player joining puzzle  battle 

with CREATURES

MAIN DASHBOARD - “HUNTER BATTLE”

BATTLE MODE:
Where players are matched to puzzle 

battle with other HUNTERS

CHAMPION SELECT:
Feel free to swipe or tap arrows to 
select to any possessed playable 

card to join any mode of the game



HUNTER MANAGE - HUNTER LIST

HUNTER MANAGE
All players possessed NFT 

Characters cards are listed here. 



Click “Hunter shop” to access
”Creature Hunters NFT Market”

Players can make purchase of new NFT Characters cards on the 
page, starting by connecting the Wallet.

HUNTER SHOP



In case the wallet has the wrong network,
Players will be notified and asked to “switch network”
to complete the wallet connection successfully

ITEM MARKET



SINGLE MODE
GAMEPLAY



After selecting the “Single Mode”, players will be auto-matching 
against random Creatures in the game.

SINGLE MODE - GAMEPLAY



When entering the game, basically, players will 
have to solving puzzles, find and swap the 

locations of blocks

Blocks will be detonated, destroyed when 
swapped into 3 aligned blocks of the same type

Players will gain additional game points 
and attack moves combo to kill the 
creatures on each Block Explosion

SINGLE MODE - GAMEPLAY



The game will run cutscenes where the player can observe the battle between 
the two sides in a first-person perspective

Heath Bars

Collected combo moves

Attack & Defend Stats

SINGLE MODE - GAMEPLAY

Enemy's combo



Players win if they drain their Creature's health bar first, and are 
automatically moved on to the next level with stronger Creatures.

WIN GAME

LOSE GAME

The scoreboard summarizing the combat stats 
received through the series of battles participated

SINGLE MODE - GAMEPLAY

Enemy's 
Heath Bars

Your Heath 
Bars



THANK YOU


